
Health

Covid-19

Safety Ergonomics



Stop people with high 
temperature before they enter 
the building. Also senses if masks 
are in place.

https://www.scienscope.com/infra-scope/
https://www.scienscope.com/infra-scope/


Social dividers

Lightweight, portable and more 

cost effective than plexiglass

Contact your IPS salesman



Mobile distancing partitions

Mobile, lightweight and various 

sizes

http://www.quantumstorage.com/
http://www.quantumstorage.com/


Wipes, Swabs and Sanitizer

https://www.aclstaticide.com/categories/contamination-control


P.S.E.

Personal Space Equipment

Static Dissipative material

http://www.pbasics.com/PSETDS.pdf


Safety Products

Fume and Dust 

Extraction solutions for 

Soldering, 3D Printing, 

Chemical Cleaning and 

Pharmaceutical 

applications.

https://bofainternational.com/us/


Safety Products

Remote Access Ground Monitor. Connect to a reference Ground and then attach, up 

to 8 devices where ground is a critical safety concern. Program tolerance via the 

Free Web Browser software and connect to your network and the OmniGnd will send 

you and email if any of the grounds fail or exceed tolerance.

https://www.botron.com/elite-omnignd/


Safety Products

1 or 2 Port Soldering Fume 

Extraction.

Will support two soldering 

stations with flexible hose kits. 

HEPA Filter and pre-filter. 

Quiet operation with visual 

notification when filters need 

to be changed. 

https://hakkousa.com/products/fume-extraction.html


Ergonomic

Chairs and Stools for every 

application. 

Green Guard Gold rated

product.

Click on the picture and go 

directly to our configurator. 

Design the seating solution for 

what you need.

American Made

https://www.bevco.com/resources/chair-configurator/


Ergonomic

PUTTING ERGO™ TO WORK

Ergonomics is the science which optimizes 

how you interact with your environment. 

Ergonomic tools offer better interaction as 

they’re designed to fit you.

Comfortable design means required grip 

strength is kept to a minimum, which allows 

hand muscles to relax and reduces the risk 

of fatigue.

Lindström’s ERGO™ tool handles are 

designed to give you the excellent sensory 

feedback you need for precise control and 

the confidence you need to deliver the best 

results

https://www.lindstromtools.com/int_en/ergo/#ergo-1


Ergonomic

The Easy-Lift Series features workstations 

that are height-adjustable at any time. These 

stations are essential for multi-shift facilities 

where several employees may be using the 

same station. Our Electric Stations provide 

effortless height adjustment with a push 

button, while our smooth hand-crank with a 

push button and a memory setting. Our 

Hand-Crank Adjustable Tables has a smooth 

crank mechanism for precise worksurface 

positioning.

http://www.pbasics.com/products/easyLift.cfm


Ergonomic

Anti-Fatigue Mats

Cut mat sizes, Mats made to length

requirements up to 75 feet. 

Various surfaces to include diamond 

plate and ESD compliant .

Single or double thickness are 

available. 

Custom shapes and sizes on demand.

http://www.rhinomats.com/
http://www.rhinomats.com/

